Natural Collection
Prefinished Natural Red Oak

Select & Better

Available with our Six Side Seal:

Select & Better provides a natural backdrop for any
and all decorating; it is exquisite in formal rooms, yet
comfortable in less formal ones. One can expect gentle
color variations, a few thin mineral streaks, delicate
burls, and similar character which are interspersed
occasionally, accenting the varying gain pattern.

Protect your investment with our patented moisture
barrier that completely wraps each piece of flooring.
Reduce the likelihood of warping, cupping, and cracking due to seasonal moisture changes. Minimize and
isolate damages to your floor from accidental underfloor water leaks. Protect your floor from wood-eating
insects by providing a physical barrier around your
flooring. Enhance the color and character inspection of
each piece of flooring before laying the wood in your
home.

#1 Common
#1 Common connect with casual decors (as might be
found in family rooms, kitchens, and bedrooms). Rich
color variations enhance its warmth, while interesting and inviting character such as mineral streaks,
ideal small knots, and small arrays of wormholes,
punctuate the floor with nature’s varied beauty.

On the jobsite, sand and finish your floor just like you
would a normal strip floor.

#2 Common

Technical Specifications:
Width (in):			
Avg Length:		
Dead Load (psf):		
Box Size (in):			
Box Weight (lbs):		
Box Footage (sf):		
Pallet Size (in):		
Pallet Weight (lbs):		
Pallet footage (sf):		
Moisture Content. (%):

2 1/4”		
3 1/4”
Varies according to grade.
2.9		
2.9
86.5x7.25x4 86.5x7.25x4
55		
54
19		
18.5
86.5x45x27 86.5x45x27
1984		
1931
684		
665
6-8		
6-8

Ten Oaks Flooring is proudly Made in the USA.		

#2 Common is beautiful and rustic with a robust
character. The broad spectrum of deep, rich color variations provide the perfect canvas for mineral streaks, knots, and wormholes. Fit for a cabin,
“man cave,” or that rustic room with a fireplace, #2
Common brings the rugged beauty of nature indoors.
Environmental Commitment: Ten Oaks is committed to the environment.
See our sustainability efforts on our website at www.tenoaksflooring.com.
Warranty: Ten Oaks flooring carries a limited residential product warranty which may be found on our website at www.tenoaksflooring.com.
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